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AbstratThis report introdues onstraint-based text realization, a tehnique fortext generation based on logi grammar, whih di�ers from most main-stream approahes in being non-modular and struture-driven. It is ar-gued that this tehnique provides a simple, �exible and e�ient altern-ative to traditional methods when generating texts of limited variabilityand sensitivity to ontext.

1 IntrodutionThe business of natural language generation (NLG) is to onstrut omputerprograms apable of produing natural language texts or utteranes from someunderlying non-linguisti representation of information. As far as the gener-ation of text is onerned, most present-day NLG systems divide the gener-ation task into three funtional steps along the following lines [Reiter 1994,Reiter & Dale 1997℄:1. Text planning2. Sentene planning3. Linguisti realizationThis usually results in a methodology whih an be desribed as ontent-driven� beause the spei�ation of ontent (the planning) preedes the spei�a-tion of struture (the realization) � and modular � beause earlier steps areassumed to be independent of later ones.In this report, we desribe an approah to text generation whih, by ontrast,an be haraterized as struture-driven� beause the spei�ation of strutureas it were preedes the spei�ation of ontent � and integrated � beause itollapses the di�erent funtional modules into a single proess of text realization,onverting a generation goal into a surfae text without using any intermediaterepresentations. We all this approah onstraint-based text realization beausethe key omponent is a onstraint-based grammar formalism, where sentenestruture and text struture an be desribed by the same kind of rules, andwhere semanti onstraints on the underlying domain of appliation an be1



inorporated into the rules, making it possible to use these onstraints to guidethe realization proess. Moreover, the formalism permits the integration ofdi�erent realization tehniques, suh as anned text, templates and traditionalgrammar rules, in a �exible and e�ient manner.The tehnique of onstraint-based text realization was originally developedfor multilingual generation of job adverts on the World Wide Web.1 It hassine been applied to the generation of weather foreasts involving both textand graphis and to the generation of CVs in multiple languages, but in thisreport we will stik to the generation of job adverts as our example appliation.This appliation is introdued in setion 2. In setion 3, we present the grammarformalism and exemplify the di�erent kinds of rules that an be expressed inthe formalism, and in setion 4 we disuss the algorithm used to apply grammarrules in order to onvert a generation goal into an atual text.Despite being more limited than traditional planning-based approahes tonatural language generation, we believe there is a large lass of pratial appli-ations where the integrated, struture-driven methodology of onstraint-basedtext realization provides a useful, and in some ases even preferable, alternativeto the more orthodox approahes, and part of the purpose of this report is totry to haraterize this lass of appliations more arefully. In setion 5, wetherefore ompare our approah to the more traditional three-step arhitetureoutlined above, pointing out di�erenes as well as similarities. This provides thebakground for a disussion, in setion 6, of the limitations of onstraint-basedtext realization and an attempt at haraterizing the lass of appliations forwhih it is best suited. Setion 7 summarizes our onlusions.
2 The Domain of Job AdvertsIn the following presentation, we will assume a very simple appliation onsistingof three main omponents:1. A database of job vaanies, ontaining information about various proper-ties of jobs, suh as type of job, loation, eduation requirements, salary,et.2. A searh interfae where the user an searh the database for spei� jobsthat he/she is interested in.3. A generator that prints out a short desription of any job mathing theuser's query, desribing the type of job, loation, eduation requirements,et. aording to the information ontained in the database.The searh interfae will largely be ignored in this report, but before we ontinuewe need to say a little more about the job database.In a realisti appliation of this sort, the job database will allow a �ne-grained spei�ation of vaanies through the use of up to one hundred di�erentattributes onerning suh things as requirements of eduation and experiene,working hours, type and duration of ontrat, age requirements, language skills,1This work was arried out within the projet TREE (Trans European Employment),Language Engineering projet LE-1182 of the European Commission's Fourth FrameworkProgramme (Telematis setion). For a presentation of the projet, see [Somers et al 1997℄.
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salary, appliation proedure, et. [Multari & Gilardoni 1997℄. In what follows,we will restrit ourselves to a small subset of these attributes that will never-theless be rih enough to allow us to illustrate our approah to generation. Thissimpli�ation is only for expository onveniene; the generation system that wehave atually implemented for this appliation handles the full set of attributesused by real employment servies (f. [Ellman et al 1999℄).Moreover, the database entries will be given in a logial notation, whih or-responds to the logial database interfae of the generator, rather than to theunderlying (relational) database itself. The point of having a logial databaseinterfae on top of the atual database is to make the generator independentof the spei� implementation details of the appliation database and to allowthe de�nition of more omplex logial onstruts in terms of the simple data-base onepts. For example, this allows us to introdue entities whih are onlyimpliit in the appliation database but whih need to be made expliit in thesemanti representations of the generator. This will be exempli�ed in setion 3below.To exemplify the logial database representation, here is a very simpli�edrepresentation of a vaany for an arhitet in the ity of Göteborg (Sweden):(1) job_type(173,120).loation(173,'Göteborg').eduation(173,7).experiene(173,2).salary_amount(173,20000).salary_urreny(173,'SEK').salary_rate(173,3).The number 173, ourring as the �rst argument in every lause, is the uniqueidenti�er of the vaany in the database. The �rst two lauses speify thatthe vaany onerns job type 120 (`arhitet') and that the job is loated inGöteborg. The next two lauses state that the eduation requirements are oftype 7 (`higher seondary eduation') and that at least two years experieneis required. The last three lauses speify the salary with regard to amount(20,000), urreny (`SEK') and pay rate (`per month').
3 Grammar Rules and ConstraintsA key idea behind our approah to text generation is the assumption that in-formation about text struture and information about phrase struture an berepresented in the same formal framework, whih in our ase is a onstraint-based grammar formalism. The formalism itself is presented in setion 3.1, whilesetions 3.2�3.3 illustrate how it an be used to enode aspets of both phrasestruture and text struture.3.1 FormalismA grammar rule has the following format:(2) C0:S0 �! SS1; : : : ; SSn # Constraints :
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where Ci is a syntati ategory, Si is a semanti representation, and eah SSihas the format Ci, the format Ci:Si, or the format [W1; : : :;Wm℄, where Wj isa word form.2 The hash symbol (#) is used to separate the rule body from aset of domain onstraints, whih in our examples will take the form of logialonditions on the appliation database (mediated through the logial databaseinterfae). If the set of onditions is empty, the hash symbol may simply beomitted.The grammar formalism used in our framework belongs to the tradition oflogi grammar (f. [Abramson & Dahl 1989℄) and readers are sure to notiethe similarity between our formalism and that of De�nite Clause Grammar[Pereira & Warren 1980℄. It is thus important to note that the ategories andsemanti representations used in grammar rules are really logial terms, oftenontaining variables that will be instantiated through uni�ation as a result ofverifying domain onstraints in the generation proess.3.1.1 Syntati CategoriesBesides traditional phrase struture ategories, suh as sentene, noun phrase,prepositional phrase, et., extended with syntati features to handle agreementand similar phenomena, our grammar makes use of text struture ategories.These ategories may be appliation-spei�, suh as the ategories `full ad' and`one-liner', whih we use in the generation of job adverts, or generi, suh as theategory `text', whih is our name for a plain paragraph of text with no speialformatting requirements.Text ategories are similar to traditional syntati ategories in that they areused to lassify ontentful entities, i.e. entities with a semanti representation.However, we also permit syntati ategories whih lak semanti representa-tions and only refer to the formatting of texts, suh as `line break' and `bold'.Some of these ategories (e. g., bold) take the form of funtors, whih an beapplied to other syntati ategories (with or without semanti representations).3.1.2 Semanti RepresentationsThe grammar formalism in itself does not impose any onstraints on the formatof semanti representations. In the examples below, however, semanti repres-entations will normally take the following form:(3) sem(Type,Val)where Type is a semanti type, and Val refers to an objet of that type.3 The setof semanti types used in a partiular appliation will normally be dependenton the underlying domain. For example, in generating job adverts most of thesemanti types orrespond to `slots' in the database of job vaanies, suh asjob_type, loation, eduation_type, and the semanti values are simply theodes used to �ll those slots. Thus, a noun like arhitet will have a semantirepresentation like the following:(4) sem(job_type,120)2We represent surfae strings as lists of words, using the Prolog list notation.3Again, we follow the notational onventions of Prolog in letting variable names begin inupperase and onstant names in lowerase.
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where 120 is the ode for `arhitet' in the database storing vaanies.The semanti type system used for generating job adverts also inludes fun-tor types that may be used to onstrut omplex types from simpler ones. Forexample, given the two simple types job_type and loation, we an form aomplex type where, e. g., the job type is restrited to a ertain loation:(5) rest(job_type,loation)This type ours in the semanti representation of a noun phrase like arhitetin Göteborg , where the struture of the semanti value mirrors the struture ofthe omplex type:(6) sem(rest(job_type,loation),rest(120,'Göteborg'))
3.1.3 Generation GoalsA generation goal in this framework is simply a syntati ategory with a suit-able semanti representation. Thus, the goal of generating a full ad desribingvaany 173 is represented as follows:(7) full_ad:sem(vaany,173)
3.1.4 Domain ConstraintsDomain onstraints attahed to grammar rules provide the neessary link betweensemanti representations and the underlying domain model (or database). Thebasi idea is that a grammar rule an only be applied if its assoiated onstraintsare true in the domain, whih in turn requires that onstraints an be evaluatedduring the generation proess. Exatly how this will be done depends on thepartiular appliation, but in appliations where domain onstraints amount todatabase onditions, as in the job ad appliation, we de�ne a logial databaseinterfae, i. e., a series of bionditionals stating the satisfation onditions foronstraints in terms of the underlying appliation database. For example:(8) 8X,Y job_type(X,sem(job_type,Y)) , db(job_type(X,Y))This bionditional states that an objet Y of type job_type is the job typeof vaany X i� the database relation job_type holds between X and Y. Inthe logial database interfae, we also have to de�ne satisfation onditions foromplex semanti types, suh as the `loated job' type disussed earlier:(9) 8X,Y,Z lo_job(X,sem(rest(job_type,lo),rest(Y,Z))) ,db(job_type(X,Y) ^ db(loation(X,Z))This is a good illustration of the way in whih the domain interfae an be usedto introdue objets that are only impliit in the appliation database, suh asa �loated job", but whih are needed in the semanti representations of thegenerator, in this ase to de�ne the semantis of noun phrases like arhitet inGöteborg.
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3.2 Phrase StrutureIn the following setions we will now exemplify the use of the grammar form-alism to enode di�erent aspets of the syntax and semantis of texts. We willbegin at the level of traditional grammar, i.e. the level of phrase struture.Consider the following rules:(10) n(N):sem(rest(HType,RType),rest(HVal,RVal)) �!n(N):sem(HType,HVal), pp:sem(RType,RVal).(11) pp:Sem �! p:Sem, n(_):Sem.The �rst rule says that a nominal onstituent4 (with ertain agreement fea-tures) whose semanti representation is of the type `head + restrition' mayonsist of a nominal expression (with the same agreement features) denotingthe `head objet', followed by a prepositional phrase expressing the restrition.The seond rule says that a prepositional phrase may onsist of a prepositionfollowed by a nominal expression, where both onstituents inherit the semantirepresentation of the mother. Now, suppose we add the following rules in orderto provide lexial material for the phrases in question:5(12) n(sing):sem(job_type,120) �! [arhitet℄.(13) n(sing):sem(loation,S) �! [S℄.(14) p:sem(loation,_) �! [in℄.These rules say that `arhitet' is a singular noun denoting job type 120, thatany string S is (potentially) a singular noun denoting loation S, and that `in'is a preposition (heading a phrase) of type loation. Given these rules, togetherwith the previous ones, the noun phrase in (16) an be generated from the goalin (15):(15) n(sing):sem(rest(job_type,lo),rest(120,'Göteborg'))(16) arhitet in Göteborg
3.3 Text StrutureAs already mentioned, we assume that the same kind of rules that were used inthe previous setion to desribe phrase struture an also be used to desribethe struture of larger text elements, at least for the simple kind of texts thatwe have been dealing with so far. As a �rst and almost trivial example, we givethe rule for a `one-liner' job ad:4Note that we do not make any ategorial distintion between noun phrases and nouns (or`n-bars') but instead rely on semanti information to ensure that rules do not overgenerate.5The framework itself does not require that the lexion be spei�ed by means of terminalprodutions in this way. In fat, in the implemented system for generating job adverts,lexialization requires lookup in a separate term database. But for ease of exposition, we willignore the distintion between grammar and lexion in what follows.
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(17) one_liner:sem(vaany,Va) �!n(_):LoJob # lo_job(Va,LoJob).This rule says that a one-liner desribing the vaany Va (where the variableVa will be instantiated to the unique identi�er of a vaany in the database)an onsist of a nominal expression with the semanti representation LoJob,provided that it is true in the urrent state of the domain (database) that LoJobis the `loated job' of Va. Suppose, for example, that the database ontainsthe following fats:(18) job_type(173,120).loation(173,'Göteborg').eduation(173,7).experiene(173,2).salary_amount(173,20000).salary_urreny(173,'SEK').salary_rate(173,3).Given the generation goal one_liner:sem(vaany,173), we may use the ruleabove (together with the phrase struture rules from the previous setion andthe logial database interfae from setion 3.1.4) to generate the `text' in (16).As a seond example, let us onsider a greatly simpli�ed version of the rulefor a `full ad':(19) full_ad:sem(vaany,Va) �! heading1(n(_):LoJob),heading2(['Speifiations'℄), text:sem(spe,Va).This rule says that a full ad, desribing a partiular vaany Va, onsists ofthree elements, the �rst of whih is the same kind of noun phrase that appearsin a one-liner, but formatted as a �rst level heading. The seond element isthe word `Spei�ations', formatted as a seond level heading, while the thirdelement is a text whose ontent is a spei�ation (`spe') of the vaany Va.Let us now see how the spei�ation text an be further expanded:(20) text:sem(spe,Va) �! text:sem(eduation,Va),text:sem(experiene,Va), text:sem(salary,Va).The �rst element of the spei�ation text onerns eduation requirements andis overed by the following rules:(21) text:sem(eduation,Va) �! bold(['Eduation:'℄),omma_list(n(_)):Edus, line_break #setof(Edu,eduation(Va,Edu),Edus).(22) text:sem(eduation,Va) �! [℄.The database ondition assoiated with the �rst rule heks whether there areany eduation requirements onneted with the vaany being spei�ed. If thisis so, the variable Edus gets instantiated to the list of requirements, expressed interms of integer odes (f. setion 2), whih beomes the semanti representationof a `omma list', whih is a text ategory that takes another syntati ategoryas argument � in this ase the ategory n(_). The intuitive idea is that a`omma list' is a list of items of the argument ategory, separated by ommas,
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orresponding one by one to the items on the semanti representation list. Therules for expanding omma lists look as follows:6(23) omma_list(Cat):[Sem℄ �! Cat:Sem.(24) omma_list(Cat):[Sem|[X|Y℄℄ �! at:Sem, [','℄,omma_list(Cat):[X|Y℄.The seond rule for eduation requirements is needed for the ase where thereare no eduation requirements assoiated with a vaany, in whih ase no textat all should be generated.The seond element of the spei�ation is about experiene requirements:(25) text:sem(experiene,Va) �! bold(['Experiene:'℄),['at least'℄, N, ['years experiene'℄, line_break #experiene(Va,Exp).(26) text:sem(experiene,Va) �! [℄.The �rst of these rules is a good illustration of the ease with whih o-alled`anned text' and `templates' an be integrated into the grammar. Sine thepattern `At least N years of experiene' is invariable, exept for the value ofN, there is no need to use grammar rules to generate that phrase, although itwould of ourse be possible to do so. Other examples of anned text our inthe headings for eah item of the spei�ation (`Eduation', `Experiene', et.).The third item in the spei�ation is the salary spei�ation:(27) text:sem(salary,Va) �! bold(['Salary:'℄), pp:Rate,[','℄, n(_):Sal, line_break # salary_rate(Va,Rate),salary(Va,Sal).(28) text:sem(salary,Va) �! bold(['Salary:'℄), pp:Rate,[','℄, ['amount not speified'℄, line_break #salary_rate(Va,Rate).(29) text:sem(salary,_) �! [℄.The �rst rule generates a prepositional phrase indiating the `salary rate' (e.g.,`per month'), a omma, and a noun phrase speifying the `salary' (e.g. `2000SEK'), where `salary' is a logial onstrut omposed of the database onepts`salary amount' and `salary urreny' via onditions in the logial database inter-fae. The seond rule generates the same kind of prepositional phrase speifyingthe rate, but followed by a piee of anned text: `amount not spei�ed'. Thethird rule again overs the ase when no spei�ation an be generated.Given the text struture rules outlined in this setion, together with phrasestruture rules and a suitable lexion, we an now generate the following textfrom the generation goal full_ad:sem(vaany,173) (given the database above).6Note again the Prolog list notation where [X|Y℄ denotes a list with head X and tail Y.
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(30) <h1>Arhitet in Göteborg</h1><h2>Speifiations</h2><b>Eduation:</b> higher seondary eduation<br><b>Experiene:</b> at least 2 years experiene<br><b>Salary:</b> per month, 20000 SEK<br>In this example, formatting properties suh as boldfae and di�erent headinglevels have been enoded with HTML tags, sine the ads are meant to be dis-played in web pages. And while other appliations may have other requirements,it is still the ase that most realisti appliations require some sort of text en-oding. In keeping with the general philosophy of the integrated approah, wehandle this aspet of generation using the same kind of grammar that is used todesribe phrase struture and text struture. As an illustration, here are someof the rules needed to realize the text above:(31) line_break �! ['<br>'℄.(32) heading1(Item) �! ['<h1>'℄, Item, ['</h1>'℄.(33) bold(Item) �! ['<b>'℄, Item, ['</b>'℄.Note that in the ase of funtor ategories like heading1 and bold, the format-ting rules have to be integrated with the rest of the grammar in order to allowthe expansion of whatever ategory ours as the argument of the funtor at-egory. This means that, although we have presented phrase struture rules,text struture rules and formatting rules in separate setions, they are reallydi�erent parts of the same integrated grammar.
4 Text RealizationGiven a generalized text grammar of the kind outlined in the previous setion,we still fae the problem of hoosing whih rules to apply in a given situation.7For this we have developed the following simple algorithm:� Given a generation goal G:1. Selet the most spei� rule R whose head uni�es with G.2. Try to prove the domain onstraints assoiated with R.3. If suessful, apply R; else selet the next most spei� rule whosehead uni�es with G and go to 2.Now, suppose we want to proess the generation goal text:sem(salary,173),i. e., we want to generate a piee of text desribing the salary onditions ofvaany 173. In our example grammar, we have three rules that might be usedto do this:7In addition, we have to deide in whih order to proess sequentially ordered generationgoals. This hoie, however, does not a�et the outome of the generation proess.
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(34) text:sem(salary,Va) �! bold(['Salary:'℄), pp:Rate,[','℄, n(_):Sal, line_break # salary_rate(Va,Rate),salary(Va,Sal).(35) text:sem(salary,Va) �! bold(['Salary:'℄), pp:Rate,[','℄, ['amount not speified'℄, line_break #salary_rate(Va,Rate).(36) text:sem(salary,_) �! [℄.These rules are ordered here with respet to the spei�ity riterion; the �rstrule is most spei� beause it gives information about both pay rate and salarylevel; the seond is less spei� beause it only gives information about payrate, but it is nevertheless more spei� than the last one, whih generates theempty text ontaining no information at all. Hene, aording the realizationalgorithm, the rules should be tried in this order.Now, suppose the state of the job database is as given below:(37) job_type(173,120).loation(173,'Göteborg').eduation(173,7).experiene(173,2).salary_amount(173,20000).salary_urreny(173,'SEK').salary_rate(173,3).Then the onditions assoiated with the �rst rule may be proven, and the vari-ables Rate and Sal will be instantiated (via the logial database interfae) to theterms sem(salary_rate,3) and sem(rest(amount,urreny),rest(2000,'SEK')),respetively, and the following text will eventually be generated:(38) <b>Salary:</b> per month, 2000 SEK<br>But suppose instead the database only ontains the following fats (i. e., sup-pose there is no information about salary level or urreny):(39) job_type(173,120).loation(173,'Göteborg').eduation(173,7).experiene(173,2).salary_rate(173,3).Then the database onditions assoiated with the �rst rule annot be satis�ed(beause there is no objet Sal suh that salary(Sal,173) is true) and theseond rule will be used instead, produing the following text desribing salary:(40) <b>Salary:</b> per month, amount not speified<br>Finally, suppose the database does not ontain any information about pay rateeither. In that ase only the third rule an be used, whih in atual fat meansthat the piee of text desribing salary is suppressed in the resulting job advert.
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This example illustrates an important aspet of the �exibility of onstraint-based text realization, namely how the same generation goal proessed with thesame grammar and the same algorithm may result in di�erent texts dependingon the information available in the domain model. Moreover, the algorithm usedmay be motivated by an appeal to general pragmati priniples. Ehoing Grie[Grie 1975, Grie 1989℄, we ould say that trying rules in order of spei�ityamounts to the same thing as trying to make your ontribution as informativeas is required (Maxim of Quantity). And only applying rules whose domainonstraints are satis�ed of ourse means not saying that whih you believe tobe false (Maxim of Quality).Finally, we would like to point out that the algorithm used in text realizationimposes ertain onditions on the form of the grammar:� For every possible generation goal G (where G has the form C or C:S)there must be a non-empty set of rules fR1; : : :; Rng and a spei�ityrelation > suh that:1. 8i; j[Ri>Rj ^ Rj>Ri℄ ! i = j2. 8i; j; k[Ri>Rj ^ Rj>Rk℄ ! Ri>Rk3. 9i8j[Rj>Ri ^ Con(Ri) = fg℄where Con(Ri) is the set of domain onstraints assoiated with rule Ri.Conditions 1�2 ensure that the spei�ity relation is a weak ordering relation,while ondition 3 requires there to be at least one rule whih is minimal with re-spet to this ordering (i. e., whih is less spei� than all other rules) and whihhas no domain onstraints. The latter ondition guarantees that the text real-ization proess always sueeds, irrespetive of the state of the domain model.Note also that we do not require the spei�ity relation to be a strit order-ing, whih means that there an be a non-deterministi hoie between equallyspei� rules, a possibility that we have exploited, e. g., in the weather foreastappliation to randomly generate paraphrases in order to inrease variation inthe texts produed.
5 ComparisonsHaving presented in some detail the approah of onstraint-based text realiza-tion, we will now proeed to a omparison with other available methods for textgeneration. We will take as our main point of departure a reent state-of-the-artartile by Ehud Reiter and Robert Dale [Reiter & Dale 1997℄.5.1 The State of the Art in Natural Language GenerationAording to [Reiter & Dale 1997℄, the most ommon arhiteture in present-day NLG systems is a three-stage pipeline with the following stages:1. Text planning2. Sentene planning3. Linguisti realization
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Text planning usually ombines the tasks of ontent determination and dis-ourse planning in order to onstrut a text plan from a suitably representedgeneration goal. The sentene planning step involves suh tasks as senteneaggregation, referring expression generation, and sometimes lexialization, andaims at onverting text plans into sentene plans. Linguisti realization, �nally,onverts the sentene plans into surfae text through syntati, morphologialand orthographi proessing. Thus, the omplete list of NLG tasks that Reiterand Dale disuss is the following (f. [Reiter & Dale 1997℄, setion 4.1):1. Content determination2. Disourse planning3. Sentene aggregation4. Lexialization5. Referring expression generation6. Linguisti realizationAlthough the detailed arhiteture and the number of atual modules may di�erfrom one system to the other, there seems to be two ommonly shared assump-tions here; �rst, that the problem of natural language generation requires a mod-ular approah; and seondly, that ontent determination should preede stru-tural realization in the generation proess. The latter assumption was even morepronouned in the old traditional way of dividing the generation task into deep(strategi) generation, or determining `what to say', and surfae (tati) gener-tion, or determining `how to say it' (see, e. g., [MKeown & Swartout 1988℄).8Nevertheless, as indiated in the introdution, we think that onstraint-basedtext realization ontrasts with the majority of urrent approahes along boththese dimensions, i. e., in being non-modular and struture-driven. We willtherefore fous on these two aspets in the following.5.2 Modularization vs. IntegrationOne of the distintive features of onstraint-based text realization is that itmerges the levels of text and sentene proessing, whih ompletely obviatesthe need for intermediate representations or interfaes between modules. Now,we are ertainly not the �rst to propose a non-modular approah to naturallanguage generation. Perhaps the most well-known example of this in the liter-ature is Appelt's KAMP system [Appelt 1985℄, whih uses a single knowledgerepresentation formalism to enode all the knowledge needed to plan and pro-due utteranes. Another point in ommon is that logial representations playa key role in both frameworks, but apart from that the approahes are ratherdi�erent. While Appelt uses an AI planning paradigm and extends this to as-pets of linguisti realization, we start from the grammars used in linguistirealization and extends them to typial planning tasks. So, in a way, you ouldsay that our approah is the omplete opposite of Appelt's.8In fat, the priority of ontent seems to implied already by the anaphori use of it in `howto say it'.
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Our approah to text planning has muh more in ommon with the useof shemas [MKeown 1985, Kittredge et al 1991℄. In fat, many of our textstruture rules are shemas, speifying how a ertain kind of text should beonstruted in terms of smaller onstituents. What is di�erent, though, is thatwe have integrated these rules into the same framework that is used to desribesentene struture, using a single formal representation and a single proess oftext realization, whih means that some of the traditional generation tasks, suhas sentene aggregation, beomes super�uous.5.3 Content-driven vs. Struture-driven ApproahesAs noted earlier, almost all existing approahes to text generation assumes thatontent determination preedes strutural realization. To a ertain extent, thisis of ourse true also of our approah, sine the generation proess always startsfrom a goal of the form C:S, where C is a syntati ategory and S is a semantirepresentation of the text to be generated. In most ases, however, this is avery non-spei� representation of ontent � in the job ad appliation it onlyontains the unique database identi�er of the vaany to be desribed � andmost of the detailed ontent is atually determined as a side e�et of applyinggrammar rules in order to realize a text.Exaggerating somewhat, we ould say that we have subsumed all the otherNLG tasks under linguisti realization. That is, one we have a generationgoal, we immediately start the realization proess by applying grammar rules.Sine most of the rules have domain onstraints assoiated with them, thisproess will be guided by semanti onditions determining how the ontent willbe artiulated depending on the urrent state of the domain model. But thedriving fore is the strutural realization of a text through the appliation ofgrammar rules, and in this sense the approah deserves to be alled struture-driven, although it might be more aurate to say that struture and ontentare developed in parallel.Regardless of how we desribe it, however, the e�et of this methodologyis that the tasks of ontent determination, lexialization and referring expres-sion generation will not be performed prior to linguisti realization but ratherin onjuntion with it, through the appliation of rules guided by domain on-straints. In this respet, our approah resembles more simplisti template-basedapproahes to generation, and some people might even argue that the formeris only a variant of the latter. But we think there are important di�erenes.First, although the grammar formalism allows easy integration of both annedtext and templates, it is nevertheless a grammar formalism, whih means thatlinguisti phenomena suh as agreement and subategorization an be handledin a systemati and prinipled fashion. Seondly, the systemati use of semantirepresentations in grammar rules, whih is ruial in the evaluation of domainonstraints, ensures that the system has a transparent semantis, whih is usu-ally not true of simple template-based systems. Nevertheless, it is lear thatone of the attrations of onstraint-based text realization lies preisely in thefat that it allows the integration of template- and grammar-based generation,a feature whih has been pointed out as a key to e�ient but �exible systems inthe future [Hovy et al 1995℄. In pratie, this means that onstraint-based textrealization an preserve the simpliity and e�ieny inherent in template-basedmethods while adding �exibility and reusability. We will have more to say about
13



this in the next setion.
6 Limitations and PossibilitiesEven though we believe that onstraint-based text realization is a useful methodfor many text generation appliations, it should be obvious that it is morelimited in sope than systems adopting speialized tehniques for all the taskstraditionally involved in text planning and sentene planning. This gives rise totwo important and related questions:1. What haraterizes the lass of appliations for whih onstraint-basedtext realization is a useful method?2. What exatly are the advantages of using the method for those applia-tions?Although a onsiderable amount of testing and researh is still needed beforewe an give preise answers to these questions � partly beause the useful-ness of any NLG tehnique for a given appliation is not yet very well under-stood [Reiter & Dale 1997℄ � we will lose the report by presenting our urrentthoughts on these issues.First of all, we believe that onstraint-based text realization is most usefulwhen the texts to be generated an be broken down into syntatio-semantisub-units (paragraphs, list items, table rows, sentenes, phrases, et.) thatsatisfy the following onditions:1. Pre-�xed order: The order between sub-units is either ompletely �xedor subjet only to small and preditable variation.2. Context-insensitivity: The internal struture of sub-units is relativelyinsensitive to the presene or absene, as well as the struture and ontent,of other sub-units.Note here that the ondition of a pre-�xed order does not require that the samekind of text unit always onsists of the same number of sub-units, only thatwhen we have a partiular set of sub-units they an be sequentially orderedwithout reasoning about their internal struture or ontent. In fat, allowingan expeted sub-unit to be suppressed when relevant information is laking iseasily ahieved, as we have seen in previous setions. The point is simply thatthis should not a�et the ordering of remaining units.Conerning the seond ondition, it may be pointed out that the insensit-ivity to ontext applies only to linguisti ontext and means, for example, thatonstraint-based text realization is not onvenient for texts where anaphorirelations abound. Extra-textual ontext onstraints, on the other hand, arehandled by the domain onstraints assoiated with grammar rules.9Texts that satisfy these two onditions might be desribed as having a semi-rigid struture, whih means that they onsist of a more or less �xed sequeneof elements, some of whih may be missing, but where the internal struture of9In priniple, it would be possible to handle intra-textual ontext onstraints in the sameway, but we suspet that it would beome very umbersome very soon, although this is reallyan empirial question.
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eah element is not (heavily) dependent on the other elements in the sequene.The texts ourring in the appliations we have been working with so far (jobads, weather foreasts, CVs) learly satisfy these onditions to a high degree,and we believe there are many other pratial appliations where this is alsothe ase. And this is the reason why we think the struture-driven approahhas a lot to o�er. When generating texts where the most preditable and stableproperties reside in their (hierarhial and sequential) struture, it simply makesmost sense to start from the strutural side in order to artiulate the ontent.This brings us to the advantages of onstraint-based text realization. Webelieve that, for appliations satisfying the onditions outlined above, this ap-proah an o�er the following desirable properties:1. Simpliity: For anyone familiar with onstraint-based grammar (andsemantis), the transpareny of the formalism makes for easy and quikdevelopment, whih means fewer errors and less development time.2. E�ieny: The absene of pipe-lined modules, interfaes and intermedi-ate representations makes the generation proess very e�ient, whih isoften important in large-sale pratial appliations where large amountsof text have to be generated with reasonable speed.3. Flexibility: The possibility of integrating anned text and templates intofull-�edged grammar rules gives great �exibility in grammar development,i. e., you an use the full power of uni�ation-based grammars when youneed it, but you are not fored to use it when something muh simpler isquite su�ient.4. Reusability: Beause of the transpareny of grammar rules, it is oftenpossible to reuse portions of old grammars in developing new appliationsor in porting an old appliation to a new language and/or domain model.The �rst two properties stand in ontrast to the more ambitious state-of-the-arttehniques, while the third and fourth distinguish our approah from the old`quik and dirty' methods based on anned text and templates.Reiter and Mellish have argued that what they all `intermediate' generationtehniques are appropriate as long as orresponding `in-depth' approahes arepoorly understood, less e�ient or more ostly to develop [Reiter & Mellish 1993℄.Busemann and Horaek go one step further and laim that what they all `shal-low' tehniques are not only useful as a substitute for in-depth methods, but areatually preferable for many small appliations, provided they o�er enough �ex-ibility and reusability [Busemann & Horaek 1998℄. We tend to share this view,and we think our own approah �ts well into Busemann and Horaek's ategoryof �exible shallow generation tehniques. In fat, our methodology has manythings in ommon with the approah presented in [Busemann & Horaek 1998℄,although their approah is more onservative with respet to the issues of mod-ularity vs. integration and ontent-driven vs. struture-driven generation.
7 ConlusionsIn onlusion, let us try to summarize what we take to be the weak and thestrong points of onstraint-based text realization. On the negative side, we
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have observed that our approah is mainly suitable for appliations where thegenerated texts have a semi-rigid struture and where text elements are fairlyinsensitive to (textual) ontext. On the positive side, we have laimed thatthere are substantial gains in using this approah when suitable, gains in easeand speed of development, e�ieny of proessing, �exibility in realization teh-niques, and reusability of resoures. Finally, we have expressed our support forthe view, stated in [Busemann & Horaek 1998℄, that there is a real need forwhat might be alled `quik and lean' methods of generation, i. e., methodsthat ombine the simpliity and e�ieny of the old ad ho tehniques withsome of the �exibility and generality of the more theoretial approahes. Wehope that our own work may ontribute to the ful�lment of that need.
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